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Tracy Quan read Xaviera Hollanders book The Happy Hooker when she was ten years old and. Diary of a Married Call Girl: A Nancy Chan Novel 2005 ISBN: Diary of a Married Call Girl - Tracy Quan - Google Books

Entertainment Weekly has all the latest news about TV shows, movies, and music, as well as exclusive behind the scenes content from the entertainment.

Fiction Book Review: THE DIARY OF A MANHATTAN CALL GIRL by. 26 Sep 2001. has her heroine Nancy Chan, star of Diary of a Manhattan Call Girl Crown, Quans more generous in this novel loosely disguised as diary. Diary of a Manhattan Call Girl book by Tracy Quan - Thrift Books 7 Feb 2012. The first Nancy Chan novel was okay ultimately frivolous but funny. But this one wasn't Diary Of A Married Call Girl: A Nancy Chan Novel.
Literary movement. Novel: Diary of a Manhattan Call Girl, Diary of a Jetsetting Call Girl, Diary of a Married Call Girl. Tracy Quan (born August 15, 1977) is an American writer and former sex worker. She is best known for her Nancy Chan novels. In addition, Quan has written a regular column for The Guardian website on pop culture, sex and politics and is involved in the prostitutes' rights movement. Her previous novel, Diary of a Manhattan Call Girl, was acquired by Revolution Studios for a major motion picture, to be produced by Darren Star, creator of HBO's Sex and the City. Product Details. Category: Women's Fiction | Romance. Juggling cell-phone calls and quirky clients, Quan's Nancy Chan is like a Henry Miller heroine with the meter running, bouncing from one trampoline event to another while always keeping an eye on the bottom line. What will shock many is not the explicit play-by-play action but the knockabout, offhand humor—that's what shocked people about Henry Miller, too. No artificial sweeteners here: Quan's adventures in the skin trade deliver a cocktail kick.—James Wolcott, author of The Catsitters.